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**Concert At Kabul**

**MARCH 9, 1963**

The capital city of Afghanistan is buzzing with activity as the Kabul Times reports on the latest events in the region. The newspaper covers a range of topics, from music to politics, providing a comprehensive view of the diverse aspects of Afghan life. The concert at the Kabul Theater is a notable event, drawing attention to the cultural vibrancy of the city.

---

**We, Germany: Orchestral Tragedy in Kabul**

**March 9, 1963**

The German Orchestra, renowned for its orchestral performances, is reported to have performed at the Kabul Theater, captivating the audience with its blend of traditional and contemporary music. The concert, held in a grand setting, reflects the cultural exchange between Afghanistan and Germany, fostering a deeper understanding and appreciation of each other's heritage.

---

**Dobrynin Says U.S.S.R. To Withdraw Troops from Cuba As Promised**

**January 1, 1963**

The Soviet Ambassador to Kabul, Dobrynin, announces the withdrawal of troops from Cuba, a significant development in international relations. This move underscores the commitment of the Soviet Union to adhere to its promise made during the Cuban Missile Crisis, furthering the nuclear disarmament agenda.

---

**Tehrange To Accept Ministerial Post**

**December 1, 1962**

The Iranian government announces the acceptance of a ministerial post by Tehrange, reflecting the ongoing diplomatic efforts to stabilize the region. This appointment aligns with the broader goals of fostering peace and prosperity through regional cooperation.

---

**Kabul Times**

The newspaper covers a wide array of topics, from music and politics to international relations, offering a comprehensive view of the diverse aspects of Afghan life. Whether it's a concert at the Kabul Theater or the announcement of a ministerial appointment, the Kabul Times remains at the forefront of reporting on the latest developments in Afghanistan.
AFGHANISTAN

CABARD DAVID'S DESIGNATION

Sardar Mohammad Daoud's resignation as the Prime Minister of Afghanistan has caused much uncertainty and concern. Daoud, who has been in power since 1969, has faced numerous challenges since the U.S. withdrawal from the country in 1973. Since then, he has struggled to maintain control over the civil war and the interference of foreign powers. The U.S. has been advocating for an agreement between the Afghan government and the mujahideen to achieve a peaceful solution.

The Soviet Union, however, has been arming the Afghan government and has placed considerable pressure on Daoud. Afghanistan is considered to be one of the Soviet Union's most important allies and an essential buffer against militant groups. The Soviet troops have been involved in the Afghan Civil War since 1979, fighting alongside the government against the mujahideen. Daoud's regime has been criticized for its corruption, brutality, and neglect of social development, leading to widespread dissatisfaction among the population.

The situation in Afghanistan has deteriorated significantly in recent years. The Soviet Union's occupation has destabilized the region, creating a power vacuum that has been exploited by various factions. The current government, led by Daoud, has failed to address the root causes of the conflict, such as poverty, inequality, and lack of development.

The United States has been offering diplomatic and economic incentives to Daoud in exchange for his commitment to a transition to a more democratic government. However, the U.S. has been criticized for its lack of transparency and for not fully fulfilling its obligations under the agreement. The Afghan government has also been criticized for its corruption and for not fully implementing the agreed-upon reforms.

The situation in Afghanistan remains unstable, with continued fighting between the government forces and the mujahideen. The government has faced challenges in maintaining its authority, as the mujahideen have gained significant territory and support among the Afghan population. The international community has been urgently seeking a peaceful solution to end the conflict and to stabilize the region.

AFGHANISTAN

FROM PARWAN TO MANDARWAI

A PORT RE-NAME

As the new year begins, the government of Afghanistan is making plans for the future. One of the key areas of focus is the reconstruction and development of the country. The government has been working on several initiatives to improve the living standards of the Afghan people. One of the significant developments in this area is the reopening of Parwan Port in Mazar-i-Sharif.

Parwan Port, located in the Parwan province, is a vital hub for trade and transportation in Afghanistan. The port has been closed for several years due to security concerns and the instability in the region. However, with the recent developments in the area, the port has been reopened, allowing for increased connectivity and trade with other countries.

The reopening of Parwan Port is a significant step in the country's efforts to improve its economic conditions. The port's reopening will provide a strategic advantage for Afghanistan, allowing for easier access to international markets and facilitating the movement of goods. This will not only boost the country's economy but also create job opportunities for the local population.

The government has been working on several other initiatives to improve the country's infrastructure and social development. These efforts include the construction of roads, bridges, and other facilities to enhance connectivity and facilitate trade. The government has also been working on improving education and healthcare facilities to ensure that the Afghan people have access to quality services.

The reopening of Parwan Port is a testament to the government's commitment to improving the living standards of the Afghan people. The government's efforts in this area are essential for the country's long-term development and stability. The Afghan people are looking forward to the positive impact of these initiatives on their daily lives and the country's overall progress.

AFGHANISTAN

Soviet Troops

Coded from page 2

On page 3, the description of Soviet troops is provided. The Soviet troops are involved in the ongoing conflict in Afghanistan, providing military support to the government forces. These troops have been stationed in the country since 1979, as part of the Soviet Union's military presence.

The presence of Soviet troops has been a controversial issue, with many Afghan people opposing their stay in the country. The Afghan government has been constantly negotiating with the Soviet Union to end the occupation and establish a peaceful resolution to the conflict. However, these negotiations have been met with resistance from the Soviet Union, which has been reluctant to withdraw its troops.

The Afghan government has been working towards improving the country's security conditions, with the help of international support. The government has been seeking assistance from various countries, including the United States and China, to improve its security capabilities. The Afghan government has also been working on improving its own military forces, which has been crucial in the ongoing conflict.

The presence of Soviet troops in Afghanistan is a significant issue, and the Afghan government has been working towards promoting a peaceful solution to the conflict. The Afghan people are looking forward to a more stable and prosperous future, with the help of international support and their own efforts towards improving the country's security and development.
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MESSAGE OF HOPE FOR AFGHANISTAN'S PROGRESS
AND NEW GOVERNMENT'S SUCCESS

Indian President Visits Afghanistan May Eleventh

KABUL, May 11.—On the insti-
ction of His Majesty the King of
opened an official visit to Afgha-

CANNING, March 31. (AP)—The

KABUL TIMES

THE WEATHER

KABUL TIMES

YESTERDAY, May 15.

New Building For Public Health Institute

KABUL, May 11.—A report says

the Government of Pakistan has

proposed a new building for the

Public Health Institute here.

The building was handed over by

Mr. Mohamad Ali Khan, the Minis-

ter for Public Health, to Mr. Ali

Sardar, the President of the Insti-

tute.

The building will be used for the

training of medical personnel.

In his speech, Mr. Sardar said that

the building would be a valuable

addition to the Institute's facilities.

KABUL TIMES

Pakistani Nationalists

KABUL, May 11.—A report says

that the Pakistani Government has

been reproached by the Pakistani

Nationalists for its policy towards

Afghanistan.

The Nationalists have accused the

Government of Pakistan of increas-

ing its activities in Afghan territory.

They have also criticized the Gov-

ernment for its failure to deal with

the growing threat from the neigh-

boring Soviet Union.

New Building for Kabul Times

KABUL, May 11.—A new build-

ing for the Kabul Times has been

completed here.

The building is located at the

headquarters of the newspaper.

The new building will be used for

administrative purposes.

The Kabul Times is one of the most

important newspapers in Afghanistan.

KABUL TIMES

Pakistan Arrests

KABUL, May 11.—Pakistan has

arrested a number of Afghan politi-

cians for alleged political activi-

ties.

The arrests were made after the

leaders of the Afghan National

Party were accused of plotting agai-

nst the Government.

The Afghan National Party is one

of the main political parties in Af-

ghanistan.

KABUL TIMES

Bilingual Dictionary

A new bilingual dictionary has been

published in the Ukrainian language.

The dictionary is aimed at promoting

the use of the Ukrainian language.

The dictionary contains over 5000

words and phrases.

KABUL TIMES

President Daoud's Appointments

KABUL, May 11.—President Sardar

Daoud has appointed a number of

new ministers and officials to hold

important posts in the Government.

The appointments include the

ministers for Education, Health,

and Interior.

The new ministers are expected to

play a crucial role in the Govern-

ment's efforts to improve the coun-

try's economy and social services.

KABUL TIMES

AUGUST 22

M. Sardar Daoud, the President of the

Republic of Afghanistan, has ap-

pointed a number of new ministers

and officials to hold important

posts in the Government.

The appointments include the

ministers for Education, Health,

and Interior.

The new ministers are expected to

play a crucial role in the Govern-

ment's efforts to improve the coun-

try's economy and social services.

KABUL TIMES

Ant-Gaulist Leader To Be Questioned

Ant-Gaulist leaders have been

questioned by the Afghan Govern-

ment over their political activities.

The Ant-Gaulists are opposed to

the policies of the Government of

President Daoud.

The leaders are expected to face

charges of sedition and plot.
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Bilingual Dictionary

A new bilingual dictionary has been

published in the Ukrainian language.

The dictionary is aimed at promoting

the use of the Ukrainian language.

The dictionary contains over 5000

words and phrases.
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